Toward a stochastic precipitation generator conditioned on ENSO phase for eastern Australia
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Abstract: Stochastic generation of the required daily precipitation data offers an attractive alternative to the use of observed historical records. Stochastic precipitation generators are typically built on the statistical structure of historical data and thus can produce synthetic daily rainfall series with statistical characteristics similar to those of observed series. Parameters of precipitation generator have been typically estimated using all historical daily data for a given period. This approach, however, fails to capture signals in the precipitation process associated with an El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon. ENSO signals have long been known to influence the precipitation in eastern Australia with high rainfall in a cold (La Niña) phase and low rainfall in a hot (El Niño) phase. Here, models for daily rainfall occurrence and intensity conditioned on each ENSO phase were developed to acknowledge ENSO signals in the precipitation process of eastern Australia. The developed models can be used to construct a stochastic precipitation generator for eastern Australia.

We parameterised first-order two-state Markov chains for occurrence process and gamma distributions for intensity process in each month, using recorded data of all historical years (primary models) or recorded data for years of each ENSO phase (conditional models). The Akaike information criterion (AIC) was used to select the “best” occurrence and intensity models among a range of parameterisation schemes for 3 typical locations in eastern Australia, an important agricultural region with a clear ENSO precipitation signal in July – December. Relative performance of the conditional models compared to the primary models was demonstrated by graphic diagnostics of lengths of dry spells for occurrence process and daily precipitation amounts for intensity process.

AIC values of conditional precipitation models (occurrence, intensity, or both) were significantly smaller than those of primary models in all of 18 location-month combinations, indicating superior performance of the conditional models. Graphic diagnostics showed that conditional occurrence models successfully captured differences in the number and persistence of dry days (dry spell) among ENSO phases. Similarly, conditional intensity models noticeably improved the agreements between theoretical and empirical distributions of daily rainfall amounts. Precipitation generators based on the conditional precipitation models can be linked to other process models (e.g. crop model) to derive realistic assessments of the likely consequences of ENSO-related variability of agricultural production in eastern Australia. Conditional stochastic precipitation generators, therefore, can be useful tools to translate ENSO forecasts into likely regional impacts on sectors of interest.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many interactions between crops and weather are nonlinear, and simple statistical approaches usually fail to assess the effect of climate variability on agricultural production risks. Process-level crop simulation models provide alternative tools to assess climate impacts on agriculture and to evaluate the outcomes of a wide range of management decision alternatives (An-Vo et al., 2015a & b; Mushtaq et al., 2017). These models typically require inclusion of daily weather data. Although observed historical weather sequences can be used, they fundamentally represent only one realisation of the weather process (Richardson, 1981). A thorough risk assessment should explore the range of outcomes of the process of interest by using equally likely weather sequences, with the same stochastic structure as the observed series. Stochastic precipitation generators offer a solution to this problem by providing alternative daily precipitation sequences required by a thorough risk assessment. It is also noteworthy that though weather generators create weather data having the same stochastic structures as a historically observed base period we can now employed climate change projection in a weather generator to simulate future climate scenarios (e.g. Fatichi et al., 2011) for climate change impact studies.

Unconditional models of precipitation generators, however, produced distributions of monthly total precipitation in which moderate amounts were over-represented and more extreme amounts were under-represented; i.e. dispersion was underestimated (Katz & Parlange, 1998). Inspired by the conditional precipitation generator developed by Grondona et al. (2000) for a case study in south-eastern South America, the objective of this study is to investigate parameterisation of stochastic weather generators conditioned on ENSO phase for eastern Australia where precipitation regimes are influenced by ENSO events (Nguyen-Huy et al., 2017). As an initial work on this topic for eastern Australia, we modelled the precipitation process by using a common parametric approach, i.e. first order Markov chain for the occurrence process and gamma distribution for the intensity process. Such model requires only a relatively small number of parameters, while they still account for the most important statistical properties of precipitation series. Interested readers can refer to e.g. Verdin et al. (2015) for comprehensive conditional stochastic precipitation generators and e.g. Bennett et al. (2016) for parsimonious daily rainfall field models. Here, model parameters are estimated separately for warm and cold ENSO events, and neutral years. The Akaike information criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1974) was used to select the “best” occurrence and intensity models. To assess whether the primary model should be rejected in favour of a conditional model, we assessed statistical significance of the difference in log-likelihoods by a \( \chi^2 \) statistic and its associated \( p \) value.

In addition, various graphical diagnostics were employed for occurrence and intensity processes to assess whether the conditional models offer an improvement over simpler alternatives. The hypothesis is that models conditioned on ENSO should capture differences in the precipitation process among ENSO phases, thus providing a more realistic assessment of agricultural risks associated with ENSO-related climate variability.

2. METHODOLOGY

The generation of precipitation is based on models for two processes: (i) the occurrence process (i.e., the sequence of “dry” or “wet” days) model; and (ii) the intensity process (i.e., the sequence of precipitation amounts on wet days) model. A wet day is defined as one on which a measurable amount of precipitation (in this study) \( \geq 0.1 \) mm occurs.

2.1 Occurrence process

In a first-order Markov chain process, the probability of a wet (dry) state on day \( t \) depends only on the precipitation state on day \( t - 1 \). Here, \( J_t \) is defined as the state indicator random variable for day \( t \): \( J_t = 0 \) if day \( t \) is dry; \( J_t = 1 \) for a wet day. This model is characterized by four transition probabilities:

\[
P_j = \Pr \{ J_t = j | J_{t-1} = i \}, \quad i, j = 0,1.
\]

As transition probabilities \( P_{00} + P_{01} = P_{10} + P_{11} = 1 \), only two parameters are needed to define the first-order, two-state Markov process.

An alternative formulation of this model is in terms of parameters \( d \), the first-order autocorrelation coefficient, also referred to as the “persistence” parameter, and \( \pi \), the probability of a wet day (Katz & Parlange, 1993). These parameters are related to the transition probabilities and to one another as (Grondona et al., 2000)

\[
d = \text{corr} (J_{t-1}, J_t) = P_{11} - P_{01}
\]

\[
\pi = \Pr \{ J_t = 1 \} = \frac{P_{01}}{P_{01} + P_{10}} = \frac{P_{00}}{1 - d}
\]
2.2 Intensity process

Proposed statistical distributions to model the intensity process i.e. the distribution of rainfall amounts on wet days are typically the log-normal, cubic root normal, mixed exponential, kappa, gamma, and Weibull distributions. This work adopts the frequently used gamma distribution, given by the expression

\[ f(y_i|I_i=1) = \frac{(y_i/\beta)^(\alpha-1) \exp(-y_i/\beta)}{\beta^\alpha \Gamma(\alpha)} \]  

For \( y_i > 0, \alpha > 0 \) and \( \beta > 0 \), where \( y_i \) denotes the rainfall amount on wet day \( t \). This distribution is characterised by \( \alpha \), the “shape” parameter, and \( \beta \), the “scale” parameter. The mean and variance of the daily amount of rain (on wet days) are

\[ \mu = E(y_i|I_i=1) = \alpha \beta \]  
\[ \sigma^2 = \text{var}(y_i|I_i=1) = \alpha \beta^2 \]

To obtain parsimonious models, common assumptions are that daily rainfall is independent of the occurrence process and is also independent of rainfall amounts in previous days. Katz and Parlange (1998) explored model extensions that do not require these assumptions.

2.3 Parameterisation

To deal with seasonal variation in precipitation we estimated model parameters using daily rainfall data of each month for a considered period (i.e. July – December in this study). This approach thus implicitly assumes stationary, not only within a month but also between years. Low-frequency or inter-annual components such as ENSO circulation or long-term climate trends, however, violate this assumption. As a result, inter-annual changes in the distribution of precipitation should be expected. To acknowledge ENSO-related changes we estimated model parameters conditioned on ENSO phases.

Fitting all model parameters to data of each ENSO phase (full conditional models) would imply that ENSO influences all parameters of the rainfall model, and there is no common structure among phases. An unconditional model (hereafter, “primary”) with a single set of fitting parameters for data of all ENSO phases, however, implicitly indicates no ENSO signal on rainfall distribution. A balance between the two extremes is to assume some common model parameters for all ENSO phases (partial conditional models).

2.4 Model selection

The Akaike information criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1974) was used to select the “best” occurrence and intensity models. Briefly, the AIC is the likelihood ratio statistic penalized by twice the degrees of freedom (Wilks, 2011) which allows a balance between model improvement and model complexity, i.e. parsimony of model development. The best model will be the one minimising the AIC.

In each month, four alternative models were explored for both the occurrence and intensity processes: one primary or unconditional model (two parameters per process); two partial conditional models (four parameters per process); and a full conditional model (six parameters per process). For each process, the model considered best among the four alternative models was the one for which the AIC was minimised. AIC values for the four alternative models were calculated for each station, month, and process. We compared the AIC values among the four models to select the one with lowest AIC value as the best. To assess whether the primary model should be rejected in favour of a conditional model, a statistical significance of the difference in log-likelihoods can be assessed knowing that the null distribution of

\[ \Lambda = 2(L_c - L) \]  

is \( \chi^2 \) with \( \nu = k_c - k \) degrees of freedom; where \( k_c \) is the number of parameters in conditional models and \( k \) is the number of parameters in primary models; \( L_c \) and \( L \) are log-likelihoods of the conditional models and primary models, respectively. We thus can have
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\[ \Lambda = 2 \left( \frac{2k - AIC_c}{2} - \frac{2k - AIC}{2} \right) = (AIC - 2k) - (AIC_c - 2k_c) \]  

(8)

where \( AIC_c \) and \( AIC \) denote values of Akaike information criterion, respectively, for conditional and primary models.

2.5 Data

Daily precipitation data was obtained from (http://www.longpaddock.qld.gov.au/silo) for 3 stations at Tully, Ayr in Queensland and Bendigo in Victoria for the 1889 – 2015 period. The stations analysed are in areas of agricultural importance. Among the three stations, two stations (Tully and Ayr) are in summer rainfall dominant zone while Bendigo is in winter rainfall dominant zone. The chosen three stations thus cover the two seasonal rainfall patterns of eastern Australia. Moreover, Tully and Ayr are sugarcane growing regions and sugarcane is one of the most important crops in Queensland; Bendigo is a wheat growing region and wheat is a dominant crop in Victoria grain industry. Though Tully and Ayr are both in north-eastern Queensland and in summer rainfall dominant zone Tully has significantly higher annual rainfall than that of Ayr. The sugarcane farming in Tully thus is rain-fed while fully irrigation is required for a viable sugarcane farming in Ayr.

The ENSO signal on rainfall in Australia is most marked in the northern and eastern regions and during winter and spring. This is the period, thus, in which potential improvements associated with ENSO-conditional parameterisation are most likely to be detected. For this reason, and for the sake of brevity, subsequent analyses focus on the period from July to December. An ENSO phase (warm, neutral, or cold) is first assigned to each analysed month (July – December) in the historical precipitation records. There are several alternative definitions of ENSO events (Trenberth, 1997). Here, events were categorized according to values of the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) between June and March. An original classification proposed by Dr Rob Allan has been modified to account for late-forming El Niño or La Niña events. Threshold values of the SOI have been adjusted such that the frequency of El Niño or La Niña years from 1950-51 to 2009-10 is similar to that obtained by the “WMO RA IV Consensus Index and Definitions of El Niño and La Niña” (http://www.noaanews.noaa.gov/stories2005/s2428.html). An “El Niño year” is indicated if the six-month average value of the SOI, ending in any month between November and March, was below a threshold value of negative 6. A “La Niña year” is indicated if the six-month average value of the SOI, ending in any month between November and March, was above a threshold value of positive 6. Lists of El Niño and La Niña events are given in Table 1.

Table 1. El Niño and La Niña events between 1889 and 2016, as defined by the SOI index. Note that here an “ENSO year” encompasses the period between June of the listed year and May of the following year. For example, the El Niño event of 1982 includes the period between June 1982 and May 1983. Years not listed are considered as Neutral.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENSO phase</th>
<th>Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

![Graph showing monthly precipitation trends from July to December](image)
Figure 1. Box plots of monthly precipitation (July – December) by ENSO phase for Ayr, Queensland. The red line in each box indicates the median. Blue boxes correspond to the El Niño years, black boxes the Neutral years and green boxes the La Niña years. The box bounds the central half of the data, thus its width corresponds to the interquartile range (IQR). The whiskers extend to the most extreme data points being not outliers. Points are considered as outliers if they are larger than Q3+1.5*(Q3-Q1) or smaller than Q1-1.5*(Q3-Q1), where Q1 and Q3 are the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively.

3. CONDITIONAL MODELS OUTPERFORM THE PRIMARY MODELS

3.1 ENSO signal on precipitation

ENSO effects on the precipitation process are typically represented by boxplots of monthly rainfall totals by ENSO phase for Ayr (Figure 1). The central tendency of monthly precipitation at Ayr has a clearly increasing trend from lowest values in the warm phase, to moderate values in the neutral phase, and largest values in the cold phase for the considered period excepting September in which median precipitation of the neutral phase is smaller than that of the warm phase (Figure 1). Rainfall distributions are narrow during warm events while much wider distributions can be seen in cold events.

The AIC values for primary models (considered as a benchmark) and the best models are presented in Table 2. The $\chi^2$ statistic and associated $p$ value are also listed for each station, month, and process. Remarkably, conditional precipitation models (occurrence, intensity, or both) were identified as an improvement over primary models in all of the 18 location-month combinations analysed. The $\chi^2$ statistic shows small $p$ values for all of the 18 location-month combinations with 13 combinations (72 %) having $p$ values less than $10^{-3}$. These results suggest a very significant ENSO signature on precipitation at the 3 locations tested which also give a clear implication for eastern Australia, though results at more locations are needed for a regionally consistent evidence. When compared with ENSO signal identified in analysed sites in southeastern South America (Grondona et al., 2000), more significant ENSO signal was identified in the present selected sites which has implication for eastern Australia.

Table 2. AIC values for primary and “best” occurrence and intensity models. “Cond.” stands for partial conditional models and “Full” for full conditional models. For instance, “cond. $\pi$” refers to a partial conditional intensity model with probability of a wet day $\pi$ being conditional on the ENSO phase and a common persistence parameter $d$. $\chi^2$ statistic and associated $p$ values are also shown to provide a guide on whether primary models should be rejected in favour of conditional models.
3.2 Diagnostics

Two diagnostics are presented to assess the performance of ENSO-conditional precipitation generators from the point of view of practical applications. It means the parsimony of model development is required where potential improvements over simple models should be balanced against increased model complexity. For brevity, only typical results are presented here.

The occurrence process

We used the distribution of persistently consecutive dry days (dry spell) to diagnose the performance of primary and conditional occurrence models because of its importance for drought related risk assessment which is a major concern for agricultural production in eastern Australia. The probability of observing a dry spell longer than \( k \) days is \( P(K > k) = P_{\text{00}} \) (Grondona et al., 2000).

The theoretical and empirical distributions of dry spell lengths longer than \( k \) days are compared for each of the alternative theoretical model by using quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plots. Fig. 2a shows the Q-Q plot for the primary occurrence model. For cold (warm) ENSO events, most points fall below (above) the 1:1 line, indicating that the primary occurrence model overestimates (underestimates) the probability of observing dry spells longer than \( k \) days. When an occurrence model with conditional \( \pi \) is used (Fig. 2b), points for all ENSO phases lie much closer to the 1:1 line meaning that the theoretical and empirical distributions of dry spell lengths agree much better. This suggests that the conditional models successfully capture differences in the dry spells distribution among ENSO phases.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** Q-Q plots of theoretical and observed distributions of dry spell lengths longer than \( k \) days for October in Bendigo. Points are plotted separately for each ENSO phase: (a) simple occurrence model, (b) conditional occurrence model (conditional \( \pi \)).

The intensity process

In this case, empirical quantiles of daily precipitation amounts for a given month (computed separately for each ENSO phase) are plotted against theoretical quantiles (derived from gamma distribution) for unconditional parameterisation and ENSO-conditional parameterisation (Fig. 3). In Fig. 3a, theoretical quantiles are computed using a primary model. The points for cold (warm) events fall above (below) the 1:1 line, indicating that the primary model underestimates (overestimates) daily precipitation amounts during cold (warm) events. When theoretical quantiles are computed using a partial conditional model (conditional \( \beta \), Fig. 3b), points for all ENSO phases locate much closer to the 1:1 line, indicating a much better improvement in the fit of the theoretical model to the empirical data.

4. CONCLUSION

In this study, we presented a parametric precipitation model conditional on the ENSO phase to acknowledge ENSO-related effects toward generating daily rainfall field for eastern Australia. Application of the parameterisation methodology to historical data in 3 typical locations revealed that conditional precipitation models outperform the unconditional models and are parsimonious by means of the Akaike information criterion. Graphic diagnostics of dry spell lengths for the occurrence process and daily precipitation amounts for the
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intensity process demonstrated that the conditional models successfully capture differences in precipitation regimes among ENSO phases in eastern Australia. Conditional models, therefore, can be used to translate ENSO forecasts into likely regional impacts on sectors of interest such as by generating daily rainfall fields for biophysical crop growth models to assess likely crop production outcomes.

The main limitation of the two-state, first-order Markov approach is the accurate simulation of long runs of dry or wet sequences at some locations while the gamma distribution is limited in representing the extreme rainfall events. Works are ongoing to improve such limitations.

![Figure 3. Q-Q plots of theoretical and observed distributions of daily precipitation amounts on wet days for December in Tully. Points are plotted separately for each ENSO phase: (a) simple intensity model, (b) conditional intensity model (conditional $\beta$).](image)
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